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Abstract. In systems biology, network motif is defined as a frequent and
unique subgraph pattern in a network and has been applied in various
biological and medical problems. However, identifying network motifs is
intrinsically very costly, which restricts extensive and exhaustive exper-
iments for real problems. Furthermore, most algorithms and tools pro-
vide limited information regarding network motifs, which necessitates
the more expensive post-processing step to apply to real-world prob-
lems. Consequently, these problems bring a certain amount of skepticism
about the relevance of network motifs in investigating real biological
problems. Therefore, this paper introduces NemoProfile (network motif
profile) as a new and effective network motif representation. Experimen-
tal results show that NemoProfile is generated almost effortlessly during
motif-finding process, but it significantly reduces post-processing time
for real applications. We also provide a case study to demonstrate the
usability of NemoProfile for predicting essential proteins from protein-
protein interaction networks.
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1 Introduction

Systems biology emphasizes on the interconnections of molecules, and produces
biological networks where nodes are molecules and edges are interactions between
them. Network motif analysis is one of the graph theory methods used to find
biologically relevant functions in networks [8]. A network motif is defined as
an overly frequent and unique subgraph pattern in a network, and it has been
applied to solve various biological and medical problems [1, 2, 4–6, 12, 13, 15, 16,
18, 23–26].

In general, identifying network motifs is intrinsically very costly, and this high
computational cost restricts extensive and exhaustive experiments for real prob-
lems. Consequently, various heuristic methods and parallel algorithms have been
proposed that alleviate the performance concerns of exhaustive search methods
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[3, 7, 9–11, 17, 19–21]. However, most motif-finding algorithms provide only fre-
quency and statistical significance of each pattern, which restricts its usability
for real-world problems. Therefore, we introduce a new network motif represen-
tation to overcome this problem, and define it as NemoProfile .

2 Method

NemoProfile relates each node to network motifs as a profile matrix while
identifying network motifs. To show the effectiveness of NemoProfile, we also de-
signed and implemented NemoCollect that collects instances of network motifs
with NemoProfile. Figure 1 illustrates NemoProfile and NemoCollect process.

Fig. 1: NemoProfile (left) helps to effectively identify an induced subgraph for a “mo-
tif m” . NemoCollect method induces subgraph with nodes 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9 will be
processed to collect all the instances for a motif m.

Experimental results show that NemoProfile is efficiently generated but con-
tains much richer information than ESU [22], and effectively collects network
motifs. In addition, the test results on “NemoCollect” show that NemoProfile
significantly alleviates the memory overhead problem when collecting network
motif instances. We also demonstrated the usability of NemoProfile for real-
world applications, specifically predicting essential proteins in a PPI network
where network motif analysis has been applied previously [12, 13].

3 Conclusion and Future Study

Network motifs are structurally and statistically unique patterns in a network,
and finding them involves computationally challenging tasks: subgraph enumer-
ation, classification, and statistical validation processes. Various strategies have
been introduced, leading to significant improvement of computational aspects.
However, researchers still have skepticism about the biological relevance of the
network motifs due to their lack of usability with current programs [14].

Therefore, we focused on relating their usability by introducing NemoProfile
as an efficient and effective network motif representation, and demonstrated that
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it is effortlessly generated but resolves the serious memory overhead problem
while collecting network motif instances. Unlike other representations that only
provide the frequencies and significance of subgraph patterns, NemoProfile is
effectively reused to collect all the instances of network motifs, which can be
directly applied to real-world problems.

To test the effectiveness of NemoProfile, we implemented a program and
tested it with a number of PPI networks. Experimental results show that the
construction of NemoProfile does not add extra computational costs, but it com-
pactly represents network motifs as well as their instances. To show its effective-
ness, we defined a process of collecting instances from NemoProfile as Nemo-
Collect and tested its effective performance with real biological networks. We
also demonstrated the usability of NemoProfile by providing a case-study that
predicts essential proteins in PPI networks. The study demonstrates that Nemo-
Profile can easily be converted to data feature space to apply various machine
learning algorithms.

NemoProfile is a new representation. Therefore, future works include the
following: (1) further improvement on the NemoCollect process by combining
it with a symmetry breaking or mapping process; (2) design of a parallelized
NemoCollect method that uses each individual column in NemoProfile, and; (3)
design of a framework to apply NemoProfile to, both existing and new, real
biological problems, thus significantly reducing the skepticism towards network
motif analysis in the context of biology.
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